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Our visions begin with our desires.

  audre lorde
We write in order to change the world.

 james baldwin
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INTRODUCTION

Hi Sexy —

Sex work doesn’t come with a beginner’s manual. Some sex workers are lucky to have help getting started 
in the Biz; others meet fellow travelers along the way. But when it comes right down to the nitty- gritty, no one 
else can guide us. In sex work, we figure 99% of the job out on our own.

There are systemic reasons for this, including the stigma, criminalization, and exploitation that goes along 
with any marginalized occupation. But one major contributing factor to our isolation is inherent to the job 
and yet not a result of oppression: sexuality is fundamentally mysterious. From the earliest age, we’re taught 
a vast array of mixed messages about what is sacred, what is disgusting, what is intoxicating, what is taboo. 
We learn to be sexual in secret, figuring out our bodies late at night, under the covers in the dark. We explore 
each other in real life, groping in the backseats of cars, at an age when our bodies, brains, and personali-
ties aren’t yet fully developed. The Internet offers billions of sexual images ranging from the dazzling to the 
depraved, usually stripped of context, and devoid of any interest in mutual pleasure. Even when grown, even 
after years of practice, for many of us sexuality remains dark and tangled. A terrain that promises pleasure 
and danger in equal measure, where language, logic, linearity, restraint, self- possession, and morality break 
down and leave us.

As if all that isn’t complicated enough, money is thrown into the mix, which can be just as emotionally charged 
as sex. Each job title brings its own challenges: while certain dynamics are similar, phone sex will never be 
the same as stripping. There is just no way to make generalized statements that hold true for everyone, which 
is why I don’t believe anyone will be writing Sex Work For Dummies anytime soon.

That doesn’t mean, however, that we can’t make any kind of sense out of this wacky industry. Other people’s 
advice is lovely, but it’s not required to know what we already know. For those us who have done the work 
for a while, we do have the power to explain the job to ourselves.

The purpose of this workbook is just that: providing a framework, a conceptual structure to answer these three 
questions:

1. What does sex work mean for me now?
2. How do I cultivate my life, including sex work, to be safe, happy, and nurturing?
3. What do I want for myself in the future?

Hopefully, Sexy Reader, as a bonus, we can have some fun along the way. ☺
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THRIVING IN SEX WORK CHECKLIST

As a refresher, here’s the Thriving in Sex Work checklist. I’ve provided space to take extended notes on 
pages134-145 of this workbook. This is where we’re headed together.

As you read these over, check in with how they make you feel. Do any of these feel unimportant, out of 
reach, or like they don’t apply to you? Do you know why you might feel that way? Don’t worry if you don’t 
have everything all figured out right now. This book is designed to help you take affirmative, practical steps 
towards success in sex work on every level of your life.

YOU ARE TRULY THRIVING IN SEX WORK WHEN:
1. You love yourself, you love your life.

2. You take care of your health and have interest in physical pleasure.

3. You have time and energy for outside interests.

4. You have love in your life, including friends, family, coworkers, pets, and/or romantic 
partners, and a sense of community.

5. You have a personal support network that gets you and your decision to be a sex worker.

6. You have a professional support network.

7. Your clients provide you with the money and gratification you deserve.

8. You understand, have weighed, and made conscious decisions about the risks you take.

9. You have a financial plan.

10. You choose to do sex work.

11. Sex work exceeds your expectations, and your life is better than when you started.
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HOW TO USE THIS WORKBOOK

You’re free to use this workbook however you like, of course. Skip around, tear pages out, scribble the 
answers in your journal or on your iPad or in crayon on the walls. Workbooks are intended to be creative, 
engaging, and fun.

That being said, however, these exercises are serious business. If you consider sex work to be a real job, treat 
it like one. I strongly recommend that you:

1. Actively interact with the material. So many times I find myself nodding “yes, yes, yes” 
when reading an advice book, but as soon as I put it down, I’m done. When learning about 
somebody else’s story, it’s fine to let knowledge wash over you. To make change in your life, 
you must engage.

2. Write/draw out your answers rather than answering only in your mind. The more you put into 
it, the more you’ll get out of it — the act of writing is an act of thinking, the first step necessary for 
doing. Research shows that jotting down words and phrases assists in both comprehension and 
memory retention. You also have something to refer back to later, and sometimes that can be 
the sweetest gift. A message in a bottle, sent to yourself.

3. Consider your audience. Perhaps you give your best answers when speaking directly to 
yourself, but often we communicate better when challenged by someone else. Imagine how you 
might explain this crazy thing called “sex work” to your best friend. Debate it with your worst 
enemy. Break it down into bite- sized nuggets for a stranger who knows nothing about the job.

4. Be systematic. There is a lot of homework here — rushing isn’t much better than not doing it at 
all. Address one page at a time, and fill it out completely. Any questions that don’t pertain to 
you, cross them out — don’t leave them blank. Give yourself the satisfaction of working every day 
towards your goals.

5. Hold yourself accountable. It’s easy and fun to do easy and fun things, but the crux of self- 
discovery comes from doing hard, scary stuff — this is where change is born. If you’re tempted 
to skip a page or an exercise, ask yourself why: is it really because it doesn’t apply to you, 
or because it feels too hard right now? If you need to take a break, that’s okay, but make a 
promise to yourself to come back and address what you don’t get done today.

6. Get some support, if possible. Set up a book circle with your working buddies and meet once 
or twice a month to discuss your progress. Sharing your hopes and dreams with other people 
brings them to life.

7. Let me take a moment, however, to make a special plea: Be careful about what you share 
online. Discretion is the better part of valor in sex work — and in social media. When dealing 
with serious matters here in the real world, stop for a minute and think through the consequences 
before you post your most intimate thoughts in the virtual world.
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WORKBOOK STRUCTURE

Think of working this book like setting off on an adventure. This workbook is laid out to help you every step 
along the way.

Sex Work Safety 101
Imagine this first section as basic travel preparation before ever leaving the house — stock up your first- aid kit, 
put gas in the tank and air in the tires. Do these first.

Creating My Bright Future
Half the fun of a trip is plotting your course. This is where we fantasize about becoming the sex worker we 
would like to become, and write fan letters to our sex work hero/ines. We use our tools — creativity, inten-
tionality, and vision work — to tap into deep erotics and conjure up what we love in order to attract more of 
it. Do these in order after completing Sex Work Safety 101.

Taking Care of Business
Next, we put those visions to work. Here we declare what kind of clientele we want, what our rules and 
boundaries are. We prepare a monthly budget, manage our schedule, and identify our core motivations. 
We plan ahead to take care of business during slowdown periods. Additionally, self- care action plans ought 
to be mandatory in sex work; you’ll find them here. Do these in order after completing Creating My Bright 
Future.

Slaying Demons
Along the path, we’ll be tested in new ways, and may find old patterns don’t work for us anymore. Think of 
Slaying Demons as a travel toolbox full of exercises and practices to address envy, shame, anger, sadness, 
and the rest. You may want to work on these exercises in order, as negative emotions flare up in your daily 
life, or in tandem with other sections. You’ll get the most out of them when the material feels alive and rele-
vant. As needed.

Extra Help
We all face rough patches such as experiencing panic attacks, dealing with difficult clients and coworkers, 
and getting outed. Extra Help is an emergency kit providing resources and exercises to get you through hard 
times. As needed.

Thriving in Sex Work Checklist Revisited
Here’s where we keep track of our progress. In the back of this workbook are the eleven goals for thriving in 
sex work. Flip back often and take notes. Check in regularly.
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NOTES, FORMATS, WARNINGS & GRAPHICS
Page numbers cited in this workbook correspond with the paperback version of Thriving. I’ll try not to repeat 
myself too much, just enough for context.  Direct quotes will be formatted like so:

There always have been and always will be sex 
professionals, at least until the invention of the 
sexborg.

Some exercises are intended for you to fill out before you’re in crisis. Providing wisdom, comfort, and care to 
yourself when you’re feeling strong can be a powerful practice to counter those times when you feel small. 
Some exercises are intended for during or after the fact, usually some form of self- care. You’ll see exercises 
throughout this book marked like so:

BEFORE | DURING | AFTER  BEFORE | DURING | AFTER  BEFORE | DURING | AFTER

You’ll see all kinds of graphics throughout this book. Some are just for fun, but affirmations, warnings, and 
reminders are where I offer my best advice. Feel free create your own.

Several exercises I’ve read aloud, and you can listen to them for free on Soundcloud and iTunes. Look for this 
symbol:

Does any of this belong online?

I deserve to live and work in safety.

Memorize your emergency contact phone numbers.

MIND/BODY/EMOTIONS CHECK- IN
Throughout this workbook, I routinely prompt you to check in with yourself. A helpful 
self- care skill is distinguishing between the three states of being: mental, physical, 
and emotional.

Most of us were taught to lump them together, and call that what we’re “feeling,” but 
they’re not the same. They are, however, deeply interconnected. Our thoughts affect 
our emotions; our emotions are housed in our bodies; our bodies color our thoughts 
and emotions.
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Most of us regularly tune parts of ourselves out. All of us, at times, use one modality to override the others. 
We’ve all encountered people in fiction or real life who are so driven by rage or ambition, they give no 
thought to what their bodies are telling them. Or who are so lost in thought, they’re completely cut off from 
their emotions. Many states of suffering including depression, anxiety, illness, and grief are seated in the 
body; we cannot move past them using our minds alone.

A mind/body/emotions check- in accesses what we are truly experiencing, rather than what we “should” be 
feeling. This means listening to what our heads and guts and hearts have to say, even if it’s difficult to hear. 
As sex workers, we run the risk of tremendous damage by shutting ourselves down. Connecting authentically 
to all states of being on a regular basis empowers us to protect and comfort ourselves.

A mind/body/emotions check- in doesn’t need to take a lot of time. Sometimes all we need to do is draw in a 
conscious deep breath and then exhale. Inhale, taking stock of whatever script or song or phrase is running 
through your active mind. Hold your breath for one beat and name your mood in any way that is useful to 
you. Then, as you exhale, scan the active points of your body — your eye sockets, your jaw, your ribcage, your 
pulse. Do you notice alignment, or disconnect? Are you ignoring or overriding a certain side of yourself? If 
that’s what’s necessary to get through what you’re facing in the moment, promise yourself to check back in 
later when it’s safe to do so.

MATRIX PHRASES

We look up at the same stars, and see such different things.
 george r.r. martin

All day, every day on the job, we’re bombarded with messages telling us “This is how 
the sex industry is.” A major theme of this workbook is challenging your thoughts, 
feelings, and beliefs. This requires special attention to telling them apart. All too 
often, we have a tendency to treat these things as if they’re all the same. They are 
not.

In linguistics, “I know,” “I think,” “I feel,” “I believe,” “I hear,” and “People say,” are 
called matrix phrases, defined as phrases that “designate the central situation of a sentence.” This sounds 
esoteric but is quite straightforward: matrix phrases denote how we perceive a specific reality.

To get a grip on this concept, think back to the classic movie, The Matrix. The protagonist, Neo, wakes up to 
realize that the apartment, city, and world he thought he was occupying aren’t the “real” world, but instead 
a virtual construct. His mind is plugged into a computer program, and his flesh- and- blood body is housed in 
a pod to be harvested as a human battery.

Now, to the best of my knowledge, we aren’t living in pods, but that doesn’t mean we don’t all grapple with 
the distinctions between what we “know” and what we feel or believe. Many ideas we accept as truth are 
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received wisdom. For example, we’ve all learned from science, from globes, from satellite footage, that the 
earth is a sphere. Few of us have ever independently confirmed this fact, however.

Likewise, it is possible to have strongly held beliefs that have no bearing on reality whatsoever, such as, 
“Wearing my special panda hat means my team will win!” And while emotions can have enormous impact 
on how we see the world, they never — not once, not ever — tell the whole story.

This graphic is designed to prompt you to consider your relationship to an idea or concept — is this something 
you believe? Something someone told you? Something you know for yourself firsthand? Is it always true, 
sometimes kinda true, or rarely true? Could this be a fear disguised as a fact?

Feel free to interpret these phrases however you wish. By all means, mix- and- match and expand the list any 
way you choose — they’re just a jumping- off point. In this book, if you see a matrix verb that isn’t working for 
you, cross it out, and insert your own:

A FINAL WORD: THE JOURNEY AHEAD
As sex workers, our transgressions place us outside polite society, qualifying us to see the world from a differ-
ent perspective. I believe sexuality and creativity come from the same place from deep within us, along with 
problem solving and our longing to connect with the divine.

Throughout this workbook, I challenge you to not only explain this job to yourself in ways that are beneficial 
to your mental health, your achievements as a sex worker, and your future goals, but as an opportunity to in-
struct friends and family, clients, coworkers, and the wider world about what you’ve learned along the way.

We all want to see a sex work world worth working in. The pathway to getting there begins with individual 
sex workers carving out lives of sanity and dignity for themselves, demanding better for others. We start with 
the dream.

Our visions begin with our desires. We write to change the world. Let us change it for the better.



Sex Work Safety 101
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SO, YOU’RE A SEX WORKER…

… and you’re serious about it? I salute you. Let’s treat the job seriously.

The next twelve pages aren’t the sexy part of this workbook. They do, however, serve as a basic employee 
handbook: blueprints to keep you, your money, and your identity safe; action plans to help find professional 
help you may need moving forward; and a contingency plan in case you are arrested.

Pretend you’ve just hired your best friend to do what you do. You wouldn’t let any of these vital precautions 
slide for them, now would you? Sit down, and treat this paperwork like it’s your first day on the job. Check 
each item off the list. Once you’ve finished, we’ll head straight to the fun stuff.

*Sex work for many of us is never more than a stopgap or side-gig. You deserve to thrive in sex work whether you 
do it for three months or thirty years. If the word “career” doesn’t ring true for you, cross it out, and use your own.
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SEX WORK SAFETY 101 CHECKLIST

Done? 5

Emergency Contact Information �

In Case of Emergency Exit Plans �

In Case Of…. �

Phone

Password/Fingerprint Protected �

Data Automatically Backed Up �

Freezing/Tracking App Installed �

Wallet/Purse

Card Information Stored Securely �

Copy of Photo ID Stored Securely �

Keys

Spare Set Hidden Securely �

Money Safety Action Plan �

Safety Savings Action Plan �

Online Safety Action Plan �

Professional Support Action Plan �

Legal Counsel Action Plan �

In Case of Arrest Action Plan �
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IN CASE OF EMERGENCY CONTACT  
INFORMATION

Fill this out before you need it.

EMERGENCY CONTACT NAME(S):   PHONE NUMBER(S):

Fill out this card, cut it out, and stick it in your wallet or purse.

Just in case you lose your wallet or your purse is lost in an accident…

BEFORE | DURING | AFTER

Memorize your emergency contact phone numbers.
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IN CASE OF EMERGENCY EXIT PLANS

Fill this out before you need it. Imagine an urgent situation at work: a fire, a power outage, a client turns 
threatening. Walk through the steps in your mind to get yourself to safety.

WRITE THE STEPS OUT. Review these safety protocols once a month; revise as needed.

When entering a new place, do a walk-through. Scout out exits, 
escape routes, alarms, recording devices. If anyone is there you 
don’t expect, LEAVE.

BEFORE | DURING | AFTER
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IN CASE OF…

Fill this out before you need it. Everyone at some point loses their phone or wallet or keys—it’s just a part of 
life. In sex work, however, these minor hassles can have huge repercussions. Nothing feels worse than know-
ing that we could have taken steps to prevent disaster, but didn’t.

IN CASE OF: LOST SMARTPHONE

Imagine someone steals your phone. Is it locked? Is the data automatically backed up?

IN CASE OF: LOST KEYS

Set aside a spare set of house keys in case of emergency. They should be well hidden, but accessible 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year, including weekends, holidays, and late at night. If you leave a key with a 
friend, what is your back-up plan if they go on vacation?

If I lose my phone, my plan is:

Check out apps that will freeze and/or track your phone if it’s 
lost or stolen.

If I lose my keys, my plan is:

BEFORE | DURING | AFTER

Keep a spare car key in a safe place where you and your 
support team can always access it.
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IN CASE OF: LOST WALLET/PURSE

Open your wallet and pull out the cards you carry with your regularly. Below, write down information for 
your driver’s license, credit and debit cards, bus pass, student or military ID, insurance card, etc.

Think first whether this workbook is a good place to store this information. If not, tear out this piece of paper 
and hide it in a secure place where you can find it again. Alternatively, there are free secure apps such as 
Evernote where you can safely store confidential information.

BEFORE | DURING | AFTER

Make a copy of all photo IDs you carry and hide that with your 
card information.


